**Workshops**

**December**

**Safe Space**

12/9/2011 1:00:00 PM

The purpose of the Student Government Association Safe Space Program is to establish a Campus-wide network of easily visible allies who have agreed to provide assistance support and information to lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, and questioning students at Bakersfield College. Allies are trustworthy, knowledgeable, and sensitive people who can provide a safe and nondiscriminatory environment on campus for members of the LGBTQ community. Allies are faculty, staff, and administrators who have attended the Safe Space Ally Training and agreed to be visible allies of the LGBTQ community on campus. More...

**Be Fit! Renegade Riders**

12/10/2011 7:00:00 AM

Beginning and Advanced bike ride More...

**March**

**Great Teachers Seminar**

3/16/2012 8:00:00 AM

Spring 2012: March 16-18. Interested in improving your craft in teaching? Interested in doing that with other committed teachers from BC? Interested in doing that in a gorgeous setting? If you answered yes to all three, then Great Teachers Seminar (GTS) is for you! (Extra bonus: you get 16 hours of Flex credit too!) For a number of years now, faculty from BC have gathered for a weekend-long retreat during the spring semester to share their successes/innovations in teaching practices, what challenges/problems they have in the classroom, and other tricks of the trade. For the past several years we have met at the UCLA Conference Center at Lake Arrowhead to learn from each other, support each other, enjoy the amenities at the conference center (including great food), and have some fun! More...